We first obtain the master symmetry of the differential-difference KP equation.Then we show how this master symmetry, through sl(2, C)-representation of the equation, can construct generators of time dependent symmetries.
Introduction
The differential-difference KP (DDKP) equation is a lattice field equation of the following form [1, 2, 3, 4] :
where the dependent variable u := u(n, x, t) is a smooth function of continuous varibles x, t and discrete variable n ∈ Z. We use the notation u m,j =: D j x u(n + m, t, x) = S m D j x u(n, t, x) where S is the linear shift operator and D x denotes the derivative with respect to x. The DDKP equation is also appeared in [5, 6] . In [5] it is constructed through the procedure of central extension and the author refers to the equation as the lattice field Benjamin-Ono. For the links between hierarchy of equation (1.1) and the continuous Kadomtsev-Petviashvili hierarchy one can read [7] .
Notice that equation (1.1) involves (S − 1) −1 and is no longer local. The nonlocality is the main obstacle to directly extend the theories of (1+1)-dimensional nonlinear evolutionary equations to (2+1)-dimensional equations.
Master symmetries are tools by which, through a recursive process, one can construct a hierarchy of infinitely many commuting generalised symmetries and guarantee the integrability. The notion of master symmetry was first introduced in [8] and later studied in [9, 10] . The efficiency of these tools can be clearly seen in the (2+1)-dimensional case for which recursion operators of equations have more complicated structure than in (1+1)-dimension [11, 12] .
Master symmetries of (1+1)-dimensional differential and differential-difference equations are not always local. For example the KdV
admits the following nonlocal master symmetry [13, 14, 15] :
Master symmetries are also related closely to time dependent symmetries of evolutinary equations. In [9, 16] this relation is discussed along with examples of continous case. It is shown having a master symmetry of evolution equation, one can produce an infinite number of time dependent symmetries which are polynomial in time.
In this paper our focus is on the DDKP equation. We write the equation in the form in which a quasi-local term appears. Then we introduce briefly the concept of master symmetries and derive the master symmetry of the equation. The paper ends with the application of the master symmetry in constructing generators of the time dependent symmetries of the DDKP equation. This relation is illustrated through the sl(2, C)-representation of the DDKP equation.
The differential-difference KP equation and its master symmetry
We can rewrite the differential-difference KP (DDKP) equation (1.1) in the following form:
where Θ :
The concept of quasi-local functions was first introduced for the continous case in 1998 by Mikhailov and Yamilov [17] .They noticed that the operators D −1 x and D −1 y never appear alone but always in pairs like D −1
x D y and D −1 y D x for all known integrable equations and their hierarchies of symmetries and conservation laws. In [18] , using the symbolic representation, the author proved this observation is true for certain type of integrable equations. Here we denotê G for the space of quasi-local polynomials which depend on u i,j and contain the operator Θ. We also define G as the extension ofĜ to the space with coefficients from the set {n, x}. For more details and discussion on the structure ofĜ and G one can read [19] .
For two elements F and G in G we define the Lie bracket
where F * is called the Fréchet derivative of F and is defined by:
The anti-symmetric axiom is clear and bilinearity is deduced from the linearity of derivations and the shift operator. One can also prove the Jacobi identity through a direct calculation. As mentioned in the introduction, the master symmetry is a quantity by which one can construct a hierarchy of commuting symmetries. For a comprehensive description of master symmetries one can read [8, 9, 20, 21, 22, 23] .
Definition 2. An element W ∈ G is called a master symmetry of equation (2.1) if and only if
In practice we are interested to find a W such that its recursive action on K is well-defined and produces a new element inĜ. In the following theorem we provide the explicit form of the master symmetry of equation (2.1).
Theorem 1. The element W ∈ G of the form (2.1). The first non-trivial symmetry of (2.1) is given in [5] . We rewrite it in our notation as follows: The second part of the theorem is thoroughly discussed in [19] . There, the author refers to the theorem namely τ -scheme by I. Dorfman [24] and shows how W meets the conditions of the τ -scheme.
In the next section we give the description of an irreducible sl(2, C)-representation by which we can construct the time dependent symmetries of the DDKP equation.
Time dependent symmetries
In [16] it was shown how the representation of Burgers, Ibragimov-Shabat and KP equation can help one to construct the time dependent symmetries. In what follows, using the Lie algebra sl(2, C) we present such a construction for equation (2.1). We call G(u, t) a time dependent symmetry of (2.1) if and only if
We find an appropriate element G 0 ∈Ĝ such that for some ℓ we get ad ℓ K (G 0 ) = 0, where
Then it can be shown G(u, t) = exp(−tad K )(G 0 ) is a time dependent symmetry of equation (2.1) [9, 16] . To begin with, we consider
Calculating the Lie brackets yields
Therefore we have the following Lie algebra isomorphisms:
We know from the representation theory of sl(2, C) (more details can be found in [25, 26] ) that if V is a finite dimensional irreducible representation, then there is a vector υ 0 ∈ V where Hυ 0 = λv 0 and M υ 0 = 0 and furthermore V is spanned by the λ + 1 linear independent vectors {υ 0 , ad 
Therefore starting from u x we can draw the following diagram for the DDKP equation in which the first element of each row is the symmetry of equation (2.1) and the horizontal lines contain the representations of sl(2, C): 
Conclusion
In this paper we showed how the master symmetry of the DDKP equation can produce an infinite hierarchy of commuting symmetries. We also demonstrated how systematically, using the Lie algebra sl(2, C), one can obtain time dependent symmetries that are polynomial in t. The Lie algebra sl(2, C) is constructed around the scaling symmetry and the master symmetry of a given equation. This structure can be also used for (1+1)-dimensional equations in which the equation, symmetries and the basis elements of sl(2, C) are all local.
